Personal Water Craft (PWC) Freestyle

- PWC operating in the freestyle area must:
  - Keep at least 30 metres clear of any other PWC.
  - Keep at least 30 metres clear of any other vessel or person in the water.
- Drifting a PWC in this area is permitted between the hours of SUNRISE and SUNSET only.
- Freestyling is prohibited in all other areas of the Swan Catchment Waterpark.
- Use of the PWC Areas rents is limited to the launching and retrieval of PWC. All other vessels are prohibited.
- PWC “freestyle drifting” means drifting a PWC such that the eft of another vessel in sight of the PWC would be unable to determine the intended course and speed of the PWC so as to take action to avoid a collision.
- The drivers and passengers of PWC involved in freestyle drifting do so at their own risk.

Life Jacket
- A Life Jacket having the标识5/55cm (or higher) must be worn by every person on board when operating a PWC in a protected waters of the Swan Catchment Waterpark.

Swan Estuary Marine Park (Weipa)
PWC are strictly prohibited within the Swan Estuary Marine Park. An 8 knot speed limit applies to all other vessels.

South Perth Water Ski Area – commercial
This area is not suitable for use by Department of Transport approved commercial water ski operations only.

Marine Safety Information

- Fire Extinguisher
- Inboard engine or hydrocarbon heating or cooling appliance.
- Bilge Pump/Bailer
- Lifejacket
- Casualty Collars
- PWC Prohibited

The launching ramp and the Narrows PWC freestyling area are closed to all vessels other than PWC.

Closed waters to all vessels other than PWC.

8 knots

Vessels > 10m

PWC Freestyle Providence

All Other Vessels Restricted To 8 knots

Swan Estuary Marine Park (Weipa)

Refer to Department of Parks & Wildlife Publications

LEGEND

- PWC Freestyle area
- 8 knot speed limit
- 8 knot speed limit - vessels > 10m
- Water ski area - commercial
- Marine park
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